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The President snd Directors,
Conigo Mines Ltd, ,
Suite 007,
100 Adelaide Street West,
Toronto, l, Ontario.

Gentlemen:

This report describes the results of a program of geophysical 

survey carried out on your property known as Group "D", In English 

Township, Ontario. The results are depicted on the plan accompanying 

this report, plotted to a scale of l" * BOO 1 .

Group "D" is comprised of the following twelve (12) 

contiguous mining claims:

MR. 40560 to MR. 40571, inclusive; 

ME. 40485 to MR. 40499, inclusive,

The claims tire located at the North-Central part of English 

Township, Montreal River Mining Division, Ontario.

The location is about Si air- m iles south of Timmins,

Access was by bush* plane from Timmins, to Scott Lake, 

about l mile to the northeast, and by a gravel road,to the property. 

.Access was also made by e gravel rosd B few miles southeast of 

Timmins, for about 38 miles, to the east part of the property. This 

rood is also used by Tcxmont Mines (formerly Fatima), located about
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4 miles to the northeast.

TOPOGRAPHY -

The topography as noted by the geophysical operators, is 

given on the plan accompanying this report. The gravel rond apparently 

runs on top of en enker, and there ere four small lakes located on the 

property. There Is another hilly Brea at the west parts of Claims 

U R-40567 end MR-4048 7, Other parts of the property ere mostly low 

ground,wlth swrtmps.

HjSTORY, GEOLOGY AND AEROMAGNETIC DATA -

Benders are referred to a property report by R. J. Bradshaw, 

Consulting Geologist, for the history end geology of the property. Accord 

ing to Mr. Bradshaw, this group of claims is on a formation of volcanic 

rocks just to the south of s boss of granitic intrusive.

According to Geological Map No. P, 141, O. P. M., there is 

a 5-mile-Ion;* bend of iron formation which runs south-southwesterly 

through the central and south-central parts of a nose of the above-said 

granitic intrusive, into the northwest part of the property, I consider 

that this iron formation could be a favourable structure for the intro-
t

duction of gold-beoring mineralization originating from the said granitic 

intrusive. Records in the Ontario Department of Mines, showed no
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assessment work has ever been done at the area of the property.

SURVEY DATA -

The geophysical survey was carried out along picket lines 

cut at 4QO-ft. intervals, east-west, to cover the property, Detailed 

lines were cut at 200-ft. intervals, to cover an interesting area with 

strong magnetic anomalies and electromagnetic conductors.in Claims 

MR-40486 rand MR-40487,

A total of 19. 82 miles of picket lines, bast line and tit lints, 

was cut for the geophysical survey.

A total of 11.2 miles of magnetometer survey was carried 

out, usinf e Sharpe A*R Magnetometer.

A total of 11. 2 miles of electromagnetic survey also, was 

carried out on the property, using a Ronka Mark IV unit with a 800-ft. 

cable.

-

The magnetometer survey outlined a strong magnetic cone 

with readings of over 4, 000 gammas,and,off-8cale, over 10, 424 gammas. 

This strong magnetic zone runs east-northeasterly across the western 

part of the property, with about 4, 000 ft. located within the property. 

Electromagnetic responses along this magnetic cone are typically those
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of an iron formation, and are thus inferred as indicating the iron 

formation shown on Geological Map P. 141, O. P. M.

As described in the section on Geology, this Iron formation 

is considered e. favourable structure for the introduction of gold mineral* 

izBtion originating from the granitic intrusive located e short distance 

to the north of the property. The inferred iron formation appears to 

have been broken by a certain "croaa-atructtire" between Lines l OS. 

and 14S., as indicated by a magnetic low. This is apparently a choice 

urea for gold-bearing quartz veins to occur. Since no outcrop is noted 

by the operators here, and it may be advisable to sample the iron 

formation, an exploration diamond-drill hole,to be located at L. i OS., 

21 * 50 West, drill East at -4S* for e core length of 680 ft. acroaa the 

zone, may serve the said purpose.

The magnetometer survey traced another weak anomaly 

which rune more or less parallel and 809 to 600 ft. to the east of the 

above-said strong magnetic anomaly. The highs along this second 

magnetic zone, are from 1,000 to 8,000 gammas,against background 

readings in the order of 400 to 600 gammas.

The electromagnetic survey traced a conducting tone for 

an indicated length of more than 3,000 ft. on the property. This 

conducting zone is apparently closely associated with the above*said
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second or weak magnetic anomaly. The conduction le farily 

strong* in places -- up to -411& changes of in-phase readings, 

with a ratio of 4. The conductor has characteristic* which 

Indicate the occurrence of heavy-to-massive sulphides, with 

considerable pyrrhotite. A proposed diamond*drill hole iff 

given on the plan, to test this conductor. The location is at 

Line IDS., 650 ft. West, drill West at -45* for a core length 

of 350 feet.

OONCUJS1ONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS -.

The geophysical survey has traced a fairly-strong 

electromagnetic conductor, for a length of over 8* 000 ft, on 

the property. This conductor is inferred aa indicating appre 

ciable concentrations of sulphide mineralization, and test 

diamond drilling is recommended.

The survey also outlined an inferred iron formation 

across the western part of the property. This iron formation 

ie considered a favourable structural feature for the introduction 

of gold-bearing quarts veins. An exploration diamond-drill hole 

may serve to test the possibility end also check the grade of the 

iron formation.
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The tot ri recommended cor* length for Initial t**t 

snd exploration diamond drilling 10 l, ODD feet.

Renpectfully lubmttted, 

CANA EXPLORATION CONSULTANTS LIMITED

SSStrw 
End.

Toronto, Ontario, 

May 19th, 1965,

S. 8, Szetu, Ph, D., 
Consulting Qeotofirt.
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